
Manufacturers around the world would agree: growing 
innovation is as much a part of today’s industry as producing 
a quality product.

Whether you’re aiming to add new efficiencies to your 
workflow or facilitate better decision-making with the right 
information on hand, modern manufacturing businesses rely 
on leading-edge technology to get the job done. Internet 
of Things (IoT), Machine-to-Machine (M2M) learning, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cloud based applications have 
all become critical to success. Implementing technologies 
like these depends on a reliable, robust Internet connection 
available in urban and rural communities.

Xplornet Enterprise Solutions can help. With built-in 
redundancies, dedicated Internet connectivity and around-
the-clock support, Enterprise Solutions ensures your business 
doesn’t just keep pace – it stays ahead. 

Keeping Modern  
Manufacturing  
on Track
Why Agricultural Manufacturers Today  
Need a Connection That Keeps Up
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The right broadband 
connection can 
provide manufacturing 
companies with 
the flexibility and 
predictability they 
need to empower 
their business and the 
technologies they rely 
on to run smoothly  
and stay safe.



Xplornet Enterprise Solutions’ scalable and reliable connectivity options help your business stay  
up to date with modern technology and focus on your future by keeping you connected. 

Find out more by visiting enterprise.xplornet.com  
or email EnterpriseSales@corp.xplornet.com.

CONNECTING CANADIAN MANUFACTURING:  
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS  

Delivered to rural and urban Canada, Enterprise Solutions offers:
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Higher upload and download speeds. Symmetrical speeds from 
5 Mbps to 1 GB are key to keeping up with all of the demands of your 
manufacturing business.

Dedicated connectivity. Since connections aren’t shared, service and 
speed are more reliable – and more scalable to your business needs.

Redundancies for emergency backup. Backup connections are 
delivered by three unique platforms – satellite, fixed wireless and fibre 
– to ensure your Internet always runs like clockwork, even during an 
emergency.

Priority customer service. With a 24/7 priority network operation 
centre and dedicated account managers, you don’t lose time and money 
waiting for support.

Service Level Agreements. A quality connection is guaranteed with 
KPIs for latency, network availability, packet delivery and committed 
information rate.
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